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Editor’s NotE

The Real Story

The fact is that the media and the White House are trying to downplay the actual employment crisis that we’re in. The President 
recently called the spike in unemployment “a bump in the road.” Mitt Romney, the current GOP frontrunner to be their choice 
to go up against Mr. Obama in 2012 quickly countered with a video showing unemployed Americans laying flat on a road. One 
by one they got up, explained their unemployment situation and explained how they are not just a bump in the road. It was very 
compelling video.

For the mortgage industry, this more than a bump in the road as well. If people aren’t working they will start missing their 
mortgage payments and there will be fewer new buyers looking to own a home. I’m not alone when I say that we are in a situation 
that compares more to the Great Depression than the end of a usual recession. Pundits are calling 9% unemployment the new 
normal. Recently, I can across this blog written by Victor Provenzano that I want to share. It reads:

“None of the various U.S. Department of Labor statistical measures include ALL of the demographics that are now without 
work in the U.S. and that are, nonetheless, either seeking a job or are discouraged by the improbability of finding one—such as 
those who live on family farms, those who are over 65, those who recently left school but have not been in the work force as of 
yet, etc.

“Investor’s Business Daily and TIPP recently completed a survey of around 3000 Americans to determine the real unemployment 
rate in the U.S. without including any of the hedges or dodges that have been added to the official statistical methods of U.S. 
Department of Labor by both Republican and Democratic administrations so as to hide the truth from the American public about 
our more and more abject social conditions.

“The average unemployment figure that resulted from their survey was 22.5%, i.e., a figure that is almost identical to the 24.1% 
unemployment rate that FDR inherited from Hoover.”

In my view, Mr. Provenzano is unfortunately right. We can’t sugar coat it, we’re in a bad place and recovery is likely to be slow 
and painful. So, what are mortgage lenders to do? There are a lot of great articles in this issue by industry leaders, including myself, 
that have insights to share. I hope that you find everything both helpful and useful. Read on… ❖

Tony Garritano 
tony@progressinlending.com

PS. Your comments are welcome. Please E-mail letters to letters@progressinlending.com. Include your name, address and 
a daytime telephone number. Letters are subject to editing and are presumed to be for publication unless the writer specifies 
otherwise.
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Are You Cutting Corners?

I’m not yet convinced that certain areas 
of the mortgage industry will ever be able to 
thrive without the interaction of people.

Your Voice - BY ralph loVuolo Sr.

Why Do We Need People?

I’m all for more and more technology. Technology is good. Anything that makes my life easier, less 
stressful, clearer and easier to understand, more immediate, requires less thinking that then allows 
me to be able to think of new ways to make my life easier, I’m all for that. I have a MacBook Pro, 

an Iphone and have had to replace the battery in my computer twice because I use it so much. It’s only 
three years old.

But let me be clear: I’m not yet convinced that certain areas of the mortgage industry, especially the 
one to which I’m so closely aligned, will ever be able to thrive without the interaction of people. Oh, 
sure I can envision a world where people who want to buy something will sit before some screen and 
speak to it and tell the screen that they want to buy a car, furniture, house, suit, shoes, all of which were 
viewed in various views as a hologram just as if the product was actually right there in front of them. 
It is easy envision being in a three or four-dimensional environment where we travel down a virtual 
street, drive in the virtual vehicle of our choice up to a virtual house and then walk through the virtual 
rooms and into the virtual backyard and then make a decision to buy the house. This will be followed by 

speaking to the screen and saying that if they could 
get a mortgage for 80% of the sales price which 
was negotiated virtually they could move into the 
REAL house next Thursday. Then three lenders 
will submit bids to the buyer, offering to have the 
money in the sellers account in a few minutes to 
allow the buyer to order the mover, get them to 

deliver the furniture by next Thursday morning, all while sitting before the screen. 
But how soon all that will be is difficult for this human writer to imagine. 
For at least the next generation will loan officers still be a necessary part of the mortgage scenario? 

Will some loan officers do better than others at their job during this time period, regardless of the 
company that they work for? I imagine so. And then I ask, why? My mind then leads to posit the 
following truism, at least for my lifetime. Some do and will do better than others because they are better 
trained, better motivated, better informed, better coached. During my lifetime, is it necessary that what 
I love to do, what gets me out of bed in the morning, what motivates me, what helps me be a better 
person, will become more automated, more efficient? Sure and yet, without some someone holding 
another someone to a set of goals, following up to be sure that they are receiving positive feedback from 
a Human person, I believe what I do will be needed, nay required for at least the next generation. I’ll 
leave it up to you techies and geeks to think beyond then.

People need to interact. People need to be social. People need the human spirit to encourage, frown, 
smile, motivate, help and approve. Do I believe that this can and will be done by a machine with the 
proper software some day? Yes, but not yet!

What I do is valuable beyond money. The right kind of coach brings all the above to the table, 
including the stories that led to the conclusions required to help achievement.

Good coaches are hard to find. I don’t see any software being able to do that, at least not yet. ❖
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Ralph LoVuolo Sr. is president of Mortgage Motivator, a consulting business whereby he shares over 50 years of experi-
ence in the mortgage industry with industry professionals at all levels. Ralph’s vast experience in the mortgage industry is 
demonstrated by having been involved in more than two billion dollars of mortgage production.
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Are You Cutting Corners?

The MISMO V3 data model is designed to 
embrace change without disrupting existing 
implementations.

RecoveRy Tips - By John LisTon

MISMO Is Ready To Roll 

Ten years in the making, the MISMO Version 3.1 reference model and Logical Data Diction-
ary are now at Candidate Recommendation status and have completed the 30-day public 
Intellectual Property Review period. In the MISMO standards world, that means Version 3.1 

is stable and interested parties may begin implementing it without fearing change. Many mortgage 
industry participants already are at some stage of implementing MISMO 3.1. That’s how it became 
a Candidate Recommendation.

A MISMO Candidate Recommendation is a standard that has been widely reviewed and is 
determined to be implementable. If you wait to implement until it becomes a “Recommendation”, 
you could wait a long time and miss your opportunity to be an early adopter. For example, the 
MISMO 3.0 model, upon which the Uniform Loan Delivery Data set is based, is also a MISMO 
Candidate Recommendation, and MISMO recently voted not to raise it to a Recommendation.

To be considered a MISMO Recommendation requires there to be several implementations of 
the standard, followed by a vote by the MISMO Architecture work group to confer Recommenda-

tion status. And all the same, a Recommen-
dation will not differ from the same standard 
as a Candidate Recommendation.

It’s Not old News

If you think that this is old news, it really 
isn’t. Yes there is already a MISMO Version 

3.0 model, and yes MISMO Version 3.0 is the foundation for the Uniform Loan Data Delivery data 
set which Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae will require beginning next March. But MISMO published 
Version 3.0 specifically to support the ULDD effort, and so MISMO Version 3.0 does not support 
a wide variety of uses. It is unlikely that MISMO Version 3.0 will be used for anything other than 
ULDD. For instance, you will probably never see automated underwriting services that are based on 
MISMO Version 3.0. MISMO Version 3.1, on the other hand, was built to support a much wider array 
of residential mortgage services, including most of the MISMO Version 2 supported services.

The MISMO Version 3.x standards differ from the MISMO 2.x standards in several important 
ways. First of all, MISMO 3.x standards are published as XML Schemas, where MISMO 2.x stan-
dards were published as DTDs. The difference between XML Schemas and XML DTDs is that 
schemas provide much greater control over the XML data. For example, with Version 2.x DTDs 
you could say the mortgage loan amount was “XYZ” and it would pass XML validation. With Ver-
sion 3.x schemas, you can only use a dollar amount.

Another difference between MISMO Version 2.x and MISMO Version 3.x is that MISMO 2 is 
comprised of a family of related DTDs, and MISMO 3.x is a single reference model. When you 
implemented MISMO Version 2.x, you worked on a specific transactional data set, like a credit 
report request data set or a mortgage insurance response data set. In practice, you had to map the 
same data over and over. If a data fact like “borrower last name” occurred in both your credit report 
request data and your mortgage insurance response data, you had to map it twice. Said simply, 
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MISMO Version 2 did not promote re-
using your work.

When you implement MISMO 
Version 3.x, you do not have to map 
your data repeatedly. Instead, you can 
map it once and use that map over and 
over. When you have mapped a V3 
credit report request, you have also 
mapped part of your mortgage insur-
ance response data set. And when you 
have completed both the credit report 
request and the mortgage insurance 
response, you are well along with an 
automated underwriting request mapping. MISMO Version 
3 takes a “big picture” approach to mortgage industry data 
which may ultimately reduce the amount of effort you will 
put forth to implement it.

ChaNge Is Needed

The MISMO V3 data model is designed to embrace change 
without disrupting existing implementations. It does this by 
incorporating a very flexible extension method. Let’s say 
that one of your business partners requires you to support 
the borrower’s eye color, which the MISMO 3.1 model does 
not support. Between you and your business partner, you de-
cide that your new BorrowerEyeColor element belongs in the 
MISMO model’s BORROWER_DETAIL data container, be-
cause that’s where BorrowerAgeAtApplicationYearsCount, 
DependentCount, and many other personal borrower features 
are already found. There in the MISMO model you will al-
ready find another data container called BORROWER_DE-
TAIL_EXTENSION for which the sole purpose is to allow 
you to add any new data elements you want. 

You and your business partner decide to put BorrowerEye-
Color there, and everything works swimmingly for you both. 
And if you happen to send your BorrowerEyeColor data to 
somebody else who isn’t expecting it, they simply ignore it be-
cause BORROWER_DETAIL_EXTENSION allows anything. 

More BeNefIts

A secondary benefit to this extension method is that MIS-
MO itself expects to use it to add features to the MISMO 
3.1 model over time. For example, if it is found through the 
MISMO standardization process that borrower eye color is 

widely used in the mortgage industry 
and should be included in the MIS-
MO data model, MISMO may do so 
using essentially the same extension 
method. That permits the MISMO 3.1 
model to evolve without requiring its 
users to always have to upgrade to 
the latest-and-greatest version. New 
data elements can be added to exist-
ing model versions without breaking 
compatibility with applications built 
using that version, so you can develop 
with MISMO V3.1 with confidence 

that your work is supported long into the future. In contrast, 
changes to MISMO V2 DTDs often broke compatibility with 
your existing applications.

get sMart
The MISMO V3.1 data model also includes the latest ver-
sion of MISMO SMART Doc documents. SMART Doc ver-
sion 1.02 is the version currently supported by many mort-
gage industry participants, but there are two fundamental 
problems with SMART Doc V1.02. First, it is a separate 
standard from the transactional data sets like a credit re-
quest or a flood insurance request. Therefore the SMART 
Doc standard did not evolve as the V2 data sets evolved, 
and has remained at Version 1 for ten years. With MISMO 
V3.1, the SMART Doc concept has been incorporated di-
rectly into the model, so that SMART Doc documents can 
evolve along with the rest of the model. 

The other fundamental problem with SMART Doc V1.02 
is its design made it difficult to implement new document 
types as electronic documents. As a result, for practical pur-
poses SMART Doc V1.02 only supported electronic Notes, 
and not the wide array of documents used by the industry. 
The way SMART Doc documents are supported in the MIS-
MO V3.1 model, not only are Notes supported, but any other 
type of document is supported as well. MISMO’s eMortgage 
work group is now authoring implementation guidance which 
is intended to help the industry use the MISMO V3.1 model 
SMART Doc support in an interoperable manner.

The MISMO V3.1 data model and its Logical Data Diction-
ary are very well designed to support many uses, and it is time 
for all mortgage industry players to begin to implement it. ❖

John Liston is Loan Origination Products Director at ASC. John directs the development of the PowerLender Loan Orig-
ination System and is a part owner of ASC. He has been a vital part of the development and maintenance of ASC’s LOSs 
for more than 30 years. John is a strong advocate of open source software and standards-based software architecture. 

The MISMO V3.1 data 
model and its 

Logical Data 
Dictionary are 

very well designed 
to support 
many uses.
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Are You Cutting Corners?
While short cuts may save you lots of money upfront, in the end that approach 
often just leads to some lost opportunities.

Market Pulse

How Engaged Is Your Brand?
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When it comes to engaging with your 
customers, do you have the right formula 
to reach them through their channel of 

preference, with the content they want and at their 
convenience? How engaged is your brand? 

This year, Alterian surveyed nearly 1,500 
marketing professionals to see just where brands 
stand when it comes to expenditure, social media, 
level of personalization, and whether brands are 
ready for growth or at risk. 

This year the survey answers the questions: 
<< How are marketing budgets shifting in 

2011? 
<< What are marketers doing to increase their 

campaign effectiveness? 
<< Where are senior marketers focusing their 

budget? 
<< How are marketers tying analytics and 

ROI? 
Alterian found that seven out of 10 marketers have 

little understanding of social media conversations 
surrounding their brands. The survey indicates that 
although digital marketing expenditures are set to 
increase in 2011, engagement levels and analytical 
competency are still limited.

Why is this important? A recent study, “The 
State of Small Business Report,” sponsored by 
Network Solutions, LLC and the University of 
Maryland’s Robert H. Smith School ofBusiness, 
points to economic struggles as the catalyst for 
social media’s rapid popularity.

The study results show that social media usage 
by small business owners increased from 12% to 
24% in just the last year. Here’s a breakdown of 
what the small businesses reported as the main uses 
of social media marketing:

<< 75% have a company page on a social 
networking site

<< 69% post status updates or articles of interest 
on social media sites

<< 57% build a network through a site such as 
LinkedIn

<< 54% monitor feedback about the business
<< 39% maintain a blog
<< 26% tweet about areas of expertise
<< 16% use Twitter as a service channel
So, what are you waiting for? ❖ SOURCE: Alterian
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Process ImProvement - By tony GarrItano

What Market Chaos Means
As everyone struggles to find their way in this mess of a market, there are some 
things that we should all keep in mind.

Many have emerged as a result of the economic crisis, making a living analyzing the market 
and predicting what will happen next. The Editor’s Note in this issue talks about the state 
of unemployment. In fact, U.S. unemployment rates now are compared to what they were 

back in the Great Depression. 
Guess what? The housing market isn’t any better. As I said prior, many have tried to predict 

where we’re going as an industry, but this article by CBS sums it up for me. Here’s what CBS said 
about our current housing market:

“It’s official: The housing crisis that began in 2006 and has recently entered a double dip is now 
worse than the Great Depression.

“Prices have fallen some 33 percent since the market began its collapse, greater than the 31 percent 
fall that began in the late 1920s and culminated in the early 1930s, according to Case-Shiller data.

“The news comes as the Federal Reserve considers whether the economy has regained enough 
strength to stand on its own and as unemployment remains at a still-elevated 9.1 percent, throwing 
into question whether the recovery is real.

“The sharp fall in house prices in the first quarter provided further confirmation that this housing 
crash has been larger and faster than the one during the Great Depression,” Paul Dales, senior 
economist at Capital Economics in Toronto, wrote in research for clients.

“According to Case-Shiller, which provides the most closely followed housing industry data, 
prices dropped 1.9 percent in the first quarter, a 
move that the firm interpreted as a clear double dip 
in prices.

“Moreover, Dales said prices likely have not 
completed their downturn.

“The only comfort is that the latest monthly data 
show that towards the end of the first quarter prices 

started to fall at a more modest rate,” he said. “Nonetheless, prices are likely to fall by a further 3 
percent this year, resulting in a 5 percent drop over the year as a whole.”

“Prices continue to tumble despite affordability, which by most conventional metrics is near 
historic highs.

“The rate for a 30-year conventional mortgage is around 4.5 percent, just above the historic low 
of 4.2 percent in October 2010. The ratio measuring mortgage costs to renting is 7 percent below its 
norm, while the price-to-income ratio is 23 percent below its average, Dale said.

“Yet other factors are constraining the market.
“After the fallout from the subprime debacle, in which millions lost their homes when they 

defaulted on loans they could not afford, banks changed underwriting standards.
“More than four in every five mortgages now require a down payment of 20 percent, and credit 

history standards have tightened. At the same time, foreclosures continue at a brisk pace, pushing 
more supply onto the market and pressuring prices downward.

“It is worth noting that another 23 percent of homeowners who cannot leave or are in danger of 

If you can use technology to craft a 
better, more compliant process, you 
can use that to get new business.
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mortgage default.
“Indeed, the foreclosure problem is unlikely to get any 

better with 4.5 million households either three payments late or 
in foreclosure proceedings. The historical average is 1 million, 
according to Dales’ research.

“The only bright spot Dales found, aside from the slowing 
in price drop in March, was some isolated strength in states 
such as Nevada, Michigan, South Dakota, Alaska and Iowa.”

Certainly this article is very sobering. It’s not good news 
for sure. 

However, it is honest and I think truly captures the fact that 
we are in a double dip. The bigger question is: What does a 
market in chaos me to lenders?

It should mean a lot of things, actually. As the old saying 
goes: You can’t keep doing the same thing over and over again 
and expect a different outcome. 

Next Steps
What do I mean? This downturn should be a wake-up call to all 
that are active in the mortgage space today. You need to stand 
up and rethink the mortgage process so that we can all re-craft 
how business is done to make for a better overall process for 
everyone involved.

I recently moderated a webinar hosted by Veros that was put 
together to talk about the state of the market half way through 
2011 and what needs to be done throughout the rest of the 
year. The idea was to talk more specifically about technology 
innovation now and in the future.

During that webinar I challenged those in attendance to 
rethink the three Cs of mortgage lending and added that there 
are three new Cs to keep your eye on. 

First, let’s talk about the old three Cs. Before we can 
advance, we first have to look at and adjust existing processes. 
Here’s how we can rethink the traditional Three Cs:

Credit: Look beyond the FICO score. People aren’t just a 
number anymore. Nontraditional credit information is critical. 
You have to get the whole picture.

Capacity: You have to check and double check everything. 
Gone are the days that you can get the last two W2s and a bank 

statement and be done with it. 
How do you do that? You need to go to trusted sources like 

the IRS, the Social Security Administration, the borrower’s 
actual place of work and their bank. You can’t trust the borrower 
to tell you the truth.

Collateral: In this market you need to use several valuation 
techniques. Don’t just rely on three comps in the appraisal 
to give you the real picture, run an AVM and other valuation 
tools. It’s all about due diligence.

New Thoughts
Beyond just looking at the old three Cs, there are three new Cs 
emerging that you need to pay attention to. Here they are:

Compliance: First, you have to automate compliance. It’s too 
big a task to take on yourself. But despite the industry’s general 
dislike for new regulation, it doesn’t have to be all bad. You 
need to use compliance as your competitive edge. You need to 
advertise you better, quicker, more trusted approach to mortgage 
lending to the borrower. 

If you can use technology to craft a better, more compliant 
process, you can use that to get new business. However, in order 
to get there you have to be proactive, not reactive. Technology is 
not the enemy, stagnation is.

Cost Cutting: Plain and simple, you have to compete. How 
do you do that? You have to engage the borrower. In doing so 
you have to focus on customer satisfaction and retention. The 
only way to do this is to use technology to genuinely improve 
the process.

Control: The cowboy days are over. You have to know 
everything about your business. In addition, you have to know 
everything about your staff. In short, you have to know about 
everyone involved in the loan. 

But don’t stop there. You have to use this knowledge to 
craft a better business

So, keep in mind the old three Cs and the new three Cs 
because this is still a business that can make you a lot of 
money, but it is begging for market participants to make some 
real changes that will improve how mortgages are done. Are 
you up for the challenge? ❖

Tony Garritano is Chairman and Founder of PROGRESS in Lending. As a speaker Tony has worked hard to inform 
executives about how technology should be a tool used to further business objectives. For over 10 years he has worked 
as a journalist, researcher and speaker. He can be reached via e-mail at tony@progressinlending.com.

The cowboy days are over. You have to know 
everything about your business.
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Future trends - By roger gudoBBa

Underwriting Intelligence
Moving from a document-oriented mortgage process to a data-oriented process 
is something we all have to do.

How does the lender evaluate your mortgage loan application? Ultimately the Lender wants 
to know:
<< Is the borrower willing and able to repay the loan?

<< Is the property value sufficient to cover the loan amount?
The evaluation is the role of the mortgage underwriter. How is this accomplished?

The four C’s of underwriTing

<< Credit: The willingness of a borrower to make debt payments on time. Lenders determine this 
by examining the borrower’s credit history. (Creditworthiness)

<< Capacity: The current and future ability of the borrower to pay the monthly mortgage. Lenders 
determine this by examining the borrower’s income/
employment and debt.

<< Collateral: Assets that are pledged as security 
for a debt, such as real estate pledged as security for 
a mortgage.

<< Capital: The total assets, including cash and 
property, that a borrower has available for obtaining a 
mortgage and paying debt. Lenders will evaluate your 
application more favorably if you can verify that you 

have cash reserves. Cash reserves show the lender that you can manage your money well and that you 
can count on other funds, in addition to your income, to pay the debt.

Borrower: Based on the information on the residential loan application, the processor/underwriter 
validates the borrower’s identity- for example driver license, passport. The processor/underwriter asks 
the borrower to supply documents- W-2s, paycheck stubs, tax returns, bank statements. The documents 
are visually reviewed and compared to the numbers on the application. Debt to income and loan to 
value ratios are calculated. Credit reports are pulled. Credit scores range from 300-850 and became the 
primary factor in determining the borrower’s willingness to pay. For example, a credit score of 670 is 
in the 30th percentile of all scores. Consumers with this score have proven to be three times more likely 
to be 90 days late on payments than those with average scores.

Property: An appraisal is used to determine property value and may include a number of judgment 
calls by the appraiser. They rely heavily on the “comparable-sales” method to determine market value 
and prices are adjusted to reflect specific differences from the subject property. Today this is a difficult 
task because of the housing market- foreclosures and short sales.

The size of the down payment, indicating the borrower’s stake in the property, typically used 20% 
as a barometer. More is better and less usually required private mortgage insurance or second mort-
gages. The reliability of automated credit scoring has reduced lender reliance on down payment and 
collateral over the past 10 years. Recently there are indications that now down payment and home 
value are important again in determining mortgage risk.

The concept of an arm’s length transaction in the real estate market is to ensure that both parties 

It’s not enough today to simply validate 
the borrower’s identity, credit, assets 
and income/employment using the  
traditional methods.
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in the deal are acting in their own self-interest and are not sub-
ject to any pressure or duress from the other party. When de-
termining the fair market value of a piece of property, the price 
for the property must be obtained through a potential buyer and 
seller operating through an arm’s length transaction, otherwise, 
the agreed-upon price will likely differ from the actual fair mar-
ket value of the property.

An additional evaluation is determining if there is a possi-
bility of fraud. The definition of fraud is “Deliberate deception 
perpetrated for unlawful or unfair gain.”  Mortgage fraud falls 
into two categories.

According to Crimes Enforcement Network (FinCEN) Mort-
gage Loan Fraud; An Industry Assessment based upon Suspicious 
Activity Report Analysis, “Fraud for property generally involves 
material misrepresentation or omis-
sion of information with the intent to 
deceive or mislead a lender into ex-
tending credit that would likely not be 
offered if the true facts were known.”

The borrowers intend to make pay-
ments, but misrepresent their income, 
assets or intent to occupy. They may 
supply false or forged employment 
verifications, tax returns, pay stubs, 
W-2s, bank statements. They may not 
disclose a second mortgage or repre-
sent the loan as a gift. According to 
FinCEN, “Fraud for profit, the motiva-
tion behind is money. Fraud for profit 
is often committed with the complicity 
of industry insiders such as mortgage 
brokers, credit bureaus, real estate agents, property appraisers, and 
settlement agents (attorneys and title examiners).”

Most perpetrators never plan to make full payments. The en-
tire file may be fraudulent -no borrower / no property. Many 
participants are usually involved.

It’s not enough today to simply validate the borrower’s iden-
tity, credit, assets and income/employment using the traditional 
methods. There is too much reliance on documents from third 
parties. In fact, there are companies that will create fraudulent 
asset or income documentation. They will supply a client with 
payroll check stubs, 1099’s, W-2’s. They even offer toll-free 
numbers for verifications. One company has an asset rental pro-

gram that places funds in an account so they can be verified. The 
borrower pays a fee based on the amount and time. The funds 
are returned to the company after the loan has closed. This is a 
little more elusive than getting a temporary loan from a friend or 
relative. Fraudulent appraisals are a major concern. When you 
understand how fraud is perpetrated you realize how a thorough 
loan evaluation should uncover those plots. 

There is no doubt that Automated Underwriting Systems, 
like credit scores, have improved the loan process. But we forgot 
that it is just a tool. What is missing is the underwriter’s common 
sense and reasonability. What do I mean?

The 36% debt-to-income ratio was always the standard but 
recently we approved loans with higher ratios. An experienced 
underwriter would ask is there enough residual income? What 

is left at the end of the month, to pay 
utilities, groceries and incidentals like 
eating out, dry cleaning, unexpected 
house and car repairs, etc.? Will they 
be forced to tap into their savings; 
401-K’s? Or add credit card debt?

whaT does The fuTure hold?
Unfortunately, we will be dependent 
on documents for some time. The key 
is to convert that information to data.

For example, a recent article stated 
that when borrowers order pizza online 
they become part of a vast database 
that lenders could access. It’s not about 
their lifestyle, it’s where the pizza was 
delivered and could be used to validate 

where they reside. All sorts of data reservoirs exist today and none 
of them are off limits to lenders. The only caveat is whether or not 
the information can be accessed legally.

There are a number of major changes in appraisal manage-
ment. There is some interesting work being done at organiza-
tions like Core Logic that has a risk-behavior scoring concept 
that will assess the global risk of a mortgage transaction includ-
ing collateral, third-party and borrower-related risks. We will 
talk about these topics in a future article.

The end result is to examine the character, lifestyle, financial 
behavior of the borrower and do a thorough analysis of the col-
lateral using data analytics, as well. ❖

Roger Gudobba has over 20 years of mortgage experience. He is CEO at PROGRESS in Lending and Chief Strategy 
Officer at technology vendor Compliance Systems. Roger is an advocate of data standardization and a more  
data-driven approach to mortgage. Roger can be reached via e-mail at rgudobba@compliancesystems.com.

The end result  
is to examine  

the character,  
lifestyle, financial  
behavior of the  

borrower and do  
a thorough analysis  

of the collateral using  
data analytics. 
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Business strategies - By Michael haMMond

Social Media’s Impact
Social media doesn’t just work in a B2C model, it benefits B2B models, too. 
Here’s what you need to know.

As more chatter comes up as it pertains to social media, you tend to hear a lot about 
consumer brands. It’s not that B2B companies aren’t finding success in social media 
marketing, but those companies that go B2B aren’t as open in sharing their results with 

social media. Sound familiar? Everyone thinks their way of processing a loan or their way of 
automating the processing of a loan is their secret sauce. The reality is that there are a lot of best 
practices that can and should be shared.

However, as things go mainstream, the silence ends. We’re seeing that with B2B social media 
usage today. As we dig into the results publicized in these case studies, you might ask: What does 
B2B success look like? How are B2B companies evaluating the results of social media marketing 
efforts? Based on analysis of a number of published B2B social media case studies, here are some 
of the criteria used to judge success.

Common objectives for B2B social media marketing efforts include:
Increased brand awareness (e.g., measured by increases in direct web traffic and branded 

search visits)
Increased overall website traffic (particularly 

from branded search or visits referred directly from 
social media and social networking sites)

Enhanced brand image and credibility as an 
industry thought leader or category expert

Expanded social media following (e.g., number 
of blog subscribers, Twitter followers, Facebook fans)

Increased engagement (number, depth and quality of interactions with customers and 
prospects)

Leads and new business (key to new growth)
Those last two are, of course, the ultimate purpose of any marketing activity, although they can 

be challenging to measure in social media for a couple of reasons. First, social media activities 
more often influence a sale (by helping with awareness and branding objectives, for example) than 
lead directly to one in the B2B world. Second, it’s crucial to consider that a B2B firm’s social 
network isn’t made up only of customers and prospects, but includes industry journalists, partners 
and often analysts as well. While these other connections will never buy from you directly, they 
can certainly influence the marketing and direct business your way.

What action items should you take? Here’s what you should be doing:
Blogging (a corporate blog is the center of most successful B2B social media programs)
LinkedIn (much more important in the B2B world than in B2C,) Twitter (used by more than 

40% of B2B marketers, and that figure continues to grow)
Not everything is a must-do when it comes to social media. There are some second-tier items 

that could be beneficial to hit on such as:
Video / YouTube
Facebook (more popular among B2C marketers than in B2B firms, although a few success 

It’s crucial to consider that a B2B firm’s 
social network isn’t made up only of 
customers and prospects.
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stories have popped up)
CRM integration (this will be a key to success for B2B 

social media efforts, though few firms have reached this level 
of sophistication to date)

Common success metrics reported from B2B social media 
efforts include increases in:

Website traffic
Blog visits and subscribers
Twitter followers
Organic search traffic
Views of company videos
White paper downloads
Landing page conversion rates
External blog posts written about 

the company
Leads
New customers
Again, the last two items are the 

most important but often the most 
elusive. While social media typically 
doesn’t produce a high volume 
of leads, website visitors referred from social networks 
frequently convert at a higher rate than those from other 
traffic sources, and the leads are frequently highly qualified. 
As understanding of what to realistically expect from B2B 
social media marketing programs—and how to measure 
those results—increases, B2B social media use will continue 
to expand. Published success stories may well remain rare, at 
least for now, however, as companies remain reluctant to tip 
off competitors about what’s working.

In an article entitled “How To Develop a Social Media 
Marketing Strategy That Works” by Douglas Idugboe, he 
takes it a step further by moving past theory and more into 
actual practice. He says, “Having a marketing strategy is good, 
but having a marketing strategy that works is great! Many 
businesses believe setting up Facebook and Twitter profiles 
will do a world of good to them and that’s their definition of 
joining the social media bandwagon. However, the truth is 
that using social media requires a careful thought process, 
strategic planning and flawless execution.” 

So, now that we’ve established that you can get results 
from B2B social media strategies, you need to think: How do 
I get into this world and make it work for me?

First, very often, businesses jump on to Facebook and 
Twitter without even analyzing what they need out of these 
social networks. They claim that since their competitors are 
using social media, they have no other choice but to adopt 
social media. Sooner than later, such businesses are caught 
off-guard and their social media ambitions reach a tame end.

Second, ask: What’s your social marketing strategy 
action plan? Once you’ve determined what you want out of 
social media, the next important question is how you get it. 

Businesses need to come up with an 
action plan with realistic targets and 
feasible time/cost estimates. If your 
action plan takes forever to achieve or 
if it requires you to invest a fortune, 
there’s a strong case to revisit your 
action plan. 

Third, execute your marketing 
strategy. 

Fourth, evaluate your marketing 
strategy. Most business follow a simple 
rule when it comes to adopting new 

technologies or paradigms – If it boosts my business’ ROI, 
it’s worth the investment. Social Media is no exception to this 
rule. Unless, businesses see value addition from social media, 
they are not going to take the plunge.

Evaluating social media ROI is easier said than done. 
There’s no single criteria based on which you can determine 
the success/ failure of your social media strategy. 

Lastly, refine your marketing strategy. The real beauty 
of social media lies in its dynamism. Social media is 
changing all the time. For example, if you logged in to 
your business’ Facebook profile, after a long gap, you 
would have realized that it’s now a Fan Page. Therefore, 
it’s important to continuously refine your social media 
strategy and adopt a flexible approach with the changing 
social media scenario.

As we end this month’s column ask yourself: Does your 
business have a social media strategy that works? If so, 
what are the most important criteria for developing such a 
marketing strategy? How does your business measure its 
social media ROI? Your answer to these questions should tell 
you what added work you need to do to get the most out of 
B2B social media marketing. ❖

Michael Hammond is chief strategy officer at PROGRESS in Lending Association and the founder and president of 
NexLevel Advisors. NexLevel provides solutions in business development, strategic selling, marketing, public relations 
and social media. He can be reached at mhammond@nexleveladvisors.com.

The real beauty 
of social media 

lies in its 
dynamism. Social 

media is changing 
all the time.
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Defective drywall has been found in 32 states 
across the country and now we have to get  
to work and solve this problem.

By Cheryl Lang

& the Defective 
Drywall Crisis

The Butterfly 

Effect

T he crisis started with a reverse version 
of the storied “butterfly effect.” The 
butterfly effect, a term coined in the 

early 1970s for a scientific paper on chaos 
theory, refers to the concept that something 
as seemingly insignificant as a butterfly 
flapping its wings in the western hemi-
sphere can ultimately wind up causing 
a typhoon in Asia. The notion says that 

a tiny event in a non-linear set of cir-
cumstances can have a snowballing 
influence that results in seemingly 

unrelated, large-scale chaos. In the story of the 
defective drywall problem in the United States, 
the large weather event was not a typhoon in 
Asia, but instead a series of tropical storms in 
the Gulf Coast. And the roots of the crisis began 
not with a butterfly, but with some unfortunate 
business choices that led to growing misery and 
financial loss on the opposite side of the globe. 
Adding further intrigue, an unexpected solution 
is coming from American technology via the 
field services sector, changing paradigms and 
preconceptions as its potential unfolds.



Space does not permit a complete re-
telling of all the details surrounding the 
defective drywall fiasco, but there will 
be books about it for those who want the 
entire butterfly effect-like story. In short 
form, it happened something like this: 
In the early 2000s, a German company, 
Knauf Gips KG, one of four foreign com-
panies involved, started importing drywall 
made in China to the United States, pro-
viding a cheaper alternative to the domes-
tic product. New home construction was 
starting to boom, and the company saw a 
significant opportunity because of its re-
duced manufacturing costs in Asia. A few 
years later, demand for drywall increased 
dramatically because of the series of hurri-
canes and tropical storms that generated in 
the Caribbean and ravaged Florida and the 
Gulf Coast, culminating with Hurricane 
Katrina in 2005. Rebuilding efforts were 

underway in earnest and enough defec-
tive drywall was imported to build 60,000 
homes, most of it delivered to Florida ports 
of entry via the Panama Canal. These 500 
million pounds of drywall were a tiny 
amount when compared to the 15 million 
tons that come from U.S. manufacturers, 
but it was a literally a matter of any port in 
a storm – if you had drywall, it was going 
to be purchased and put to use.

Drywall is drywall – processed gyp-
sum encased in heavyweight paper -- what 
can go wrong? When tainted materials are 
used, apparently much can go wrong, and 
did. Warm, humid weather stimulated a 
reaction in the defective drywall, causing 
it to emit hydrogen sulfide and other sul-
furous vapors that oxidized metal compo-
nents in the home, especially those made 
of copper. The houses smelled of rotten 
eggs, aggravating respiratory complaints, 
causing headaches and even nosebleeds. 
Scientists still haven’t completely figured 
out how or why the drywall was tainted, 

but studies indicated that some American 
products also emitted fumes, though in 
barely noticeable amounts for the most 
part. While the chemistry may be a mys-
tery, the impact of the problem is not. 
The problem is widespread throughout 
the Gulf region and all through Florida, 
making life difficult for residents, insur-
ance companies, mortgagees, servicers 
and investors. In the worst cases, homes 
are completely uninhabitable; in the best 
cases, they are merely unhealthful and 
odorous. Either way, it is a situation re-
quiring remediation at the most detailed 
levels possible. Defective drywall has 
been found in 32 states across the country, 
but the heat and humidity in the Gulf areas 
make the ill effects far more pronounced.

Typical remediation methods are sore-
ly time consuming and very, very costly. 
The tainted drywall must be completely 

removed and replaced, taking the house 
down to bare studs. Electrical switches 
and some wiring need to be removed and 
air conditioning units are replaced, along 
with some ductwork and other appli-
ances. The money involved is enormous 
just to have work performed, so naturally 
fingers are pointing in all directions and 
lawsuits are being filed with abandon by 
a delighted legal profession. Judges are 
disagreeing in various states as to who 
is supposed to pay whom, whether hom-
eowner’s insurance companies are liable 
(they are in Louisiana for the moment) 
and how to extract compensation either 
from China, from Germany’s Knauf, oth-
er defective drywall manufacturers, or all 
of the above.

Once again, we are talking about 
60,000 affected houses, condominiums 
and townhouses, so the scope of the prob-
lem, financially and otherwise, is im-
mense. A 3,000 square foot home will cost 
approximately $100,000 to remediate us-

ing traditional methods, a process taking 
about ten weeks to complete. Gulf Coast 
summers, as we in Houston know all too 
well, bring heat and humidity, and they in 
turn will bring more defective drywall is-
sues to the fore soon. This year, however, 
will be different. We have some technol-
ogy to deploy to combat the problem.

A number of years ago, the U.S. De-
partment of Energy and the National 
Security Administration initiated their 
Chemical and Biological National Se-
curity Program, or CBNSP. As part of 
this overall plan to decontaminate the 
nation’s institutions in a time of attack, 
Sandia National Laboratories developed 
a biochemical technology designed to 
handle destructive emissions, including 
sulfurous ones such as those produced by 
defective drywall. Over the last almost 
three years, a process adapted from this 
technology has been tested against defec-
tive drywall for use on location, “in-situ,” 
meaning that the removal of existing dry-
wall panels is not required. The National 
Association of Home Builders, many of 
whose members are affected by the crisis, 
monitored the testing over the last year. 
It is not a temporary fix, but a long-term 
solution that brings homes up to the build-
ing codes needed for occupancy approval. 
The key ingredient is a non-toxic, water-
based biochemical agent that neutralizes 
the emission producing process of the 
chemical structures within the drywall 
itself, leaving behind harmless water va-
pors that simply evaporate.  

A similar method is used to remedi-
ate other types of property damage from 
harmful chemicals, including damage to 
places such as methamphetamine labs. 
The process itself is as different from the 
old traditional remediation method as 
a scalpel is from a chainsaw. Instead of 
ripping out the drywall, its outer surfaces 
are sprayed with the agent. Drilling holes 
and filling the space between studs with a 
foam-based version of the product reach 
the inner substrates of the wall panels. 
Living areas are fogged with an aerosol 
form of the agent, and all affected equip-
ment is assessed and replaced, right down 
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work performed, so naturally fingers are pointing 
in all directions.
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to electrical switches and plugs – any-
place that might have been corroded by 
the volatile sulfur compounds from the 
defective drywall.  

The results are breath taking, or in this 
case, breath restoring. Within minutes of 
application, the biochemical agent has 
done much of its work and the noxious 
odors disappear. When the entire treat-
ment is finished, the emissions are gone 
and home is ready for re-habitation.

This approach to remediation is very 
new, though tested thoroughly and proven 
effective. When IMS first began offer-
ing this biochemical remediation process 
to clients in May it was among the only 
alternatives to the older, heavily invasive 
methods. But the word is still getting out 
about its availability. Our service partner 
for this product is also a general contractor 

that also does remediations the old way, 
but as this new process gains traction, the 
company expects the chainsaw to rapidly 
give way to the scalpel. Confidence in the 
results is very high, and a three-year, re-
newable warranty is provided as part of 
the service.  

As a technology-enabled property 
preservation and loss mitigation provider, 
we are accustomed to the role technology 
plays in making things better, faster and 

more efficient in the mortgage industry. 
Observing first-hand how technology 
can replace a highly physical “rip and re-
place” aspect of home construction, how-
ever, was an unexpected but welcome im-
provement. This less invasive solution to 
the defective drywall crisis is an important 
advance in the healing process along the 
Gulf Coast, and a truly welcome develop-
ment for thousands of families victimized 
by the storms – and the butterflies. ❖
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Cheryl Lang is president and CEO of Integrated Mortgage Solutions 
(IMS), a national property preservation and field services provider based 
in Houston, Texas. Prior to founding IMS, Ms. Lang held key senior 
management positions with several top mortgage servicers. She was 
among the founders of No Paws Left Behind, a non-profit that rescues 
pets abandoned in foreclosures.
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I n today’s business environment of organizational connectivity 
and web-based networking, service organizations are 
increasingly required to demonstrate that they have adequate 

controls and safeguards as they host or process data belonging to 
their customers. This need is supported by both real-life cases 
involving breaches of data security within the mortgage industry, 
as well as legal protections and guidelines. 
A new standard developed by the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants (AICPA), the Standards 
for Attestation Engagements (SSAE) 16, is designed to help 
service organizations provide reporting on its internal controls 
and systems. Replacing its predecessor, Statement on Auditing 
Standards (SAS) No. 70, on June 15, this newer and more robust 
standard is an attest standard, not an auditing standard. As a result, 
SSAE 16 will now require management to provide a written 

Move over SAS 70, there’s a new standard in town and 
we all have to be up and ready if we’re going to ensure 
safety and soundness.
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assertion to the service auditor regarding 
the fair presentation of the company’s 
systems and internal controls. The im-
plications of this are numerous for mort-
gage issuers that seek to hire external 
vendors for workflow management and 
quality control.

A LittLe History

The Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) was en-
acted in 2002 in response to major cor-
porate accounting scandals by large cor-
porations such as Enron and WorldCom. 
The Act, which applies only to publicly 
held companies, created a number of re-
forms to enhance corporate responsibility 
and ensure that financial institutions accu-
rately disclosed information. To minimize 
future accounting fraud, the SOX Act also 
created the Public Company Accounting 
Oversight Board (PCAOB) to monitor 
the auditing of financial institutions. The 
SOX Act ensures transparency among 
management and employees, and also im-
proves whistleblower protections. More 
specifically, Section 404 of the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act requires management to test its 
internal controls; for example, to ensure 
their accounting systems are in fact meet-
ing key functional requirements related to 
data transparency and access control. It 
is the requirements of Section 404 of the 
SOX act that make SSAE 16 audit reports 

even more important to the process of 
reporting on the effectiveness of internal 
control over financial reporting. It states 
that issuers are required to publish infor-
mation in their annual reports concerning 
the scope and adequacy of the internal 
control structure and procedures for fi-
nancial reporting, while also assessing the 
effectiveness of such internal controls and 
procedures. The registered accounting 

firm must, in the same report, attest to and 
report on the assessment on the effective-
ness of the internal control structure and 
procedures for financial reporting.

DoDD-FrAnk MAkes AMenDs

Dodd-Frank Act Section 989G amends 
the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) to make 
permanent the exemption from its sec-
tion 404(b) requirement for non-acceler-
ated filers (those with less than $75 mil-
lion in market cap) that has temporarily 
been in effect by order of the SEC. The 
act also requires the SEC to complete a 
study within nine months of the act’s en-
actment on how to reduce the burden of 
404(b) compliance for companies with 
market caps between $75 million and 
$250 million. The study will consider 
whether any such methods of reducing 
the burden, or a complete exemption, 
would encourage companies to list on 
exchanges.

tHe soX AnD sAs 70 ConneCtion

The relationship between Sarbanes-Ox-
ley and SAS 70 begins with Section 404, 
which addresses assessments of internal 
control and requires a management report 
to that effect in respect to financial report-
ing. Because management must report 
annually on its effectiveness of internal 
controls, it then has an obligation to in-

quire and inspect on all controls consid-
ered vital to the organization as a whole. 
Since a large number of publicly traded 
companies outsource a host of critical 
services, these outsourcer providers, or 
service organizations, are considered an 
integral component for purposes of finan-
cial reporting. Therefore, a due-diligence 
process must be enacted to have their in-
ternal controls observed and certified. The 

Securities and Exchange Commission's 
(SEC) Chief Accountant and the Division 
of Corporation Finance has stated that 
"In many situations, a registrant relies on 
a third party service provider to perform 
certain functions where the outsourced 
activity affects the initiation, authoriza-
tion, recording, processing or reporting 
of transactions in the registrant's financial 
statement. In assessing internal controls 
over financial reporting, management 
may rely on a Type 2 SAS 70 report." As 
a result, SAS 70 Type II reports provide 
the needed assurance on service organiza-
tions that are conducting outsourcing ser-
vices for publicly traded companies.

tHe oLD stAnDArD – sAs 70
Statement on Auditing Standards (SAS) 
No. 70, Service Organizations, is a widely 
recognized auditing standard developed 
by the AICPA. A service auditor's exam-
ination, or SAS 70 Audit, performed in 
accordance with this standard is widely 
respected because it represents that a 
service organization has been through an 
in-depth audit of their control objectives 
and control activities, often including 
controls over information technology and 
related processes. The SAS 70 standard 
allows service organizations to disclose 
their control activities and processes to 
their customers and their customers' au-
ditors in a uniform reporting format.

The issuance of a service auditor's re-
port, prepared in accordance with SAS 
No. 70, signifies to mortgage issuers that 
a service organization has had its inter-
nal controls and activities closely exam-
ined by an independent accounting and 
auditing firm. In accounting and audit-
ing, internal control is defined as a pro-
cess effected by an organization's struc-
ture, work and authority flows, people 
and management information systems, 
designed to help the organization ac-
complish specific goals or objectives. It 
is a means by which an organization's 
resources are directed, monitored, and 
measured, and plays an important role 
in preventing and detecting fraud and 
protecting the organization's resources. 
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Because management must report annually 
on its effectiveness of internal controls, it then 
has an obligation to inquire and inspect on  
all controls.

“ “



At the specific transaction level, inter-
nal control refers to the actions taken to 
achieve a specific objective (e.g., how 
to ensure the organization's payments to 
third parties are for valid services ren-
dered.) Internal control procedures re-
duce process variation, leading to more 
predictable outcomes. Internal control 
is a key element of the Sarbanes–Oxley 
Act of 2002.

The audit report was issued to the 
service organization at the conclusion of 
a SAS 70 examination. If a service orga-
nization provides transaction processing, 
data hosting, IT infrastructure or other data 
processing services to the user organiza-
tion, the user auditor may need to gain an 
understanding of the controls at the service 
organization in order to properly plan the 
audit and evaluate control risk. 

Without question, these service orga-
nizations will see a significant increase 
in the number of companies requesting 
SSAE 16 audits, and will need to be 
prepared for the time and costs involved 
with the process.

ssAe 16 - tHe new stAnDArD

While the focus of SSAE 16 is similar 
in scope to the SAS 70 standard, this 
newer and more robust standard is an at-
test standard, not an auditing standard. 
This means that SSAE 16 will now re-
quire management to provide a written 
assertion to the service auditor regarding 
the fair presentation of the company’s 
systems and internal controls. This is 
significant in that it requires senior man-
agement to “go on the record” regarding 
their organization’s internal safeguards 

and controls were suitably designed 
(SSAE 16 Type 1 report) and operating 
effectively (SSAE 16 Type 2 report).  
Therefore, offering assurances to mort-
gage issuers that their customer data is 
going to be handled properly and with 
adequate processes and data security.

wHAt tHis MeAns

Many viable service providers and mort-
gage vendors have yet to go through the 
SAS 70 / SSAE 16 audit process. This 
leads one to believe that the decision mak-
ers at some financial institutions do not yet 
understand the value of compliance to the 
standard.  It may be seen as just another of 
the endless acronyms in the mortgage and 
banking industry, and because mortgage 
bankers are not mandated to ensure their 
partners are in compliance by regulators, 
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this standard may unwittingly be regarded 
as unimportant. 

While regulations contained within 
SOX and the Gramm-Leach-Bliley’s 
Safeguards Rule do not specifically man-
date these accounting standards, working 
with vendors who have met the burden of 
SSAE 16 compliance surely assists orga-
nizations to ensure compliance to those 
regulations. For example, under the 
Safeguards Rule, financial institutions 

are required to secure customer records 
and information. As outsourcing contin-
ues to grow as a way to hedge against 
fluctuations in loan volume, mortgage 
bankers are sharing critical and confi-
dential information with service organi-
zations. So how can a lender ensure that 
the partner firm is properly caring for the 
information as required? One way is to 
ask the vendor for information on their 
internal controls regarding data security 
and privacy plans as part of their due-dil-
igence for vendor selection. Even then, 
how can an organization ensure it is be-
ing properly followed? One option is to 
send a team of auditors to the vendor to 
dig through their systems, processes and 
internal controls to ensure that customer 
information is safeguarded. However, 
this method can be extremely costly, es-
pecially when performed on an annual 
basis. The SAS 70/SSAE 16 report not 
only encompasses the same due dili-
gence as an internal audit to ensure that 
the vendor is meeting data protection 
standards, but also provides additional 
confidence that the report is affirmed by 
an independent and certified accounting 
firm. The report provided by the auditing 
firm will detail the processes and con-
trols that are in place, as well as attest to 
their execution. 

VenDors’ responsibiLity

Requiring that service organizations are 
in compliance with SSAE 16 is only 
part of the important due diligence that 
should be performed to ensure the se-
curity of customer data. It is important 
to note, that although the CPA firm per-
forms a thorough audit as part of the 
SSAE 16 standard, it does not “certify” 
anything about the processes in place. It 
merely states that such processes exist, 

have been reviewed, and are properly 
documented.  To really understand how 
well a service organization is safeguard-
ing customer information, mortgage is-
suers need to look at the details of the 
SSAE 16 report and understand the ven-
dor’s internal controls.

While each report will be somewhat 
different based on the vendor’s processes 
and the auditing firms template, there is 
certainly some consistent and important 
information one can derive from each re-
port. For example, how does the service or-
ganization handle physical security? How 
is the vendor’s physical location secured? 
How are paper files transported throughout 
the office? In a world of networked and 
web based logistics, how are a vendors 
computer operations controlled? How is 
the computer room or data center secured? 
How and how often are backup files made? 
How are backup tapes or digital images se-

cured? How is intrusion detection handled? 
What data redundancy is in place?

These are just a few of the many 
important details organizations will be 
able to assess and understand by reading 
through a vendor’s audit report.  

tHe MortgAge bAnking trAnsACtion

With an independent, outside SSAE 16 
audit, financial institutions gain necessary 
assurances about the privacy of customer 
information being housed and handled by 
vendors. In turn, these service organiza-
tions also receive significant value from 
engaging in a SSAE 16 audit. An Audit 
Report issued by an independent auditing 
firm differentiates the service organization 
from its peers by demonstrating the estab-
lishment of control objectives and effec-
tively designed control activities. With a 
trend of outsourcing services to overseas 
vendors, the service organization that 
can prove that it has the proper security 
controls in place domestically can gain a 
competitive advantage to unstable, over-
seas vendors that are handling customer 
data thousands of miles away.

Without a SSAE 16 compliance re-
port, a financial institution may have to 
undergo a costly and time-consuming au-
dit by their accounting team. In a world 
of increasing regulatory oversight and 
requirements, SSAE 16 provides lenders 
due diligence that ensures data security 
and regulatory compliance, while not in-
curring the expense of performing inter-
nal audits of a service organizations inter-
nal controls and safeguards. The SSAE 16 
standard strengthens both the vendor and 
the financial institution utilizing their ser-
vices, and in turn, strengthens the mort-
gage industry as a whole. ❖
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A b o u t  th e  A u t h o r

Without question, these service organizations 
will see a significant increase in the number of 
companies requesting SSAE 16 audits, and will 
need to be prepared.
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Many are overwhelmed by market conditions, but 
Sanjeev Dahiwadkar of IndiSoft sees opportunity 
where others don’t.

C ertainly the tidal wave of foreclosures is 
overwhelming. How do servicers keep 
up? How do technology vendors keep up? 

Everyone is forced to keep up. However, in the midst of 
the deepest chaos, there is opportunity for innovation to 
take over. As such, companies like IndiSoft were born. 
IndiSoft is a technology development company that 
develops, licenses and supports the Software as a Service 
model for default servicing in the financial services 
industry. The company’s flagship 
product, RxOffice Legal is a 
collaborative platform that helps 
companies create efficiencies throughout the default life 
cycle, including loan modifications, short sales, deed-in-
lieu, foreclosure, bankruptcy and REO management.

Sanjeev Dahiwadkar, President and CEO at IndiSoft, is 
a true entrepreneur. He’s a glass-half-full kind of guy. 

Going forward he’ll share his ideas on how 
we as an industry can put this market chaos 
to an end and move closer to recovery.Innovations...

Executive Interview



Q: How has the mortgage market evolved over 
the past two years after the crash?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: If I can say one thing, 
it is that there is a need for transparency 
and a need to measure quality, both internal 
and among external partners. That is a 
common theme. We’ve seen an evolution 
in our space over the past three years. I 
see three basic needs, connecting in real 
time, the need to measure the success of 
your outcome and transparency. Every 
regulator, investor, servicer, etc. is talking 
about implementing new processes and 
policies to know the facts. Trust and 
confidence has been lost so the last three 
years have been all about making every 
step of the process both more transparent 
and measurable.

Q: How has IndiSoft evolved with the market?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: IndiSoft has totally 
changed. If you talked to me the day I 
opened IndiSoft, I would have told you 
that we were going to be the greatest 
technology consulting company in the 
market. What happened? The market 
collapsed, so we seized that opportunity 
to become a great product company. 
Right now we are totally product based 
instead of operating as a consulting 
company. 

At the same time though, we have not 
lost that consulting component entirely, 
which is why we acquired Microteck. We 
want to maintain a consulting arm, which 
was the driver behind that acquisition.

Q: For those people that don’t know about 

Microteck or how that adds to your offering, 
what do you say to them?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: Microteck is a con-
sulting company that works on special-
ized applications, such as Oracle, for 
example. Those specialized tools that 
our clients need can now be delivered 
to them. We at IndiSoft offer specific 
products that talk to specific parts of our 
customers’ businesses. Our clients have 
a need for other specialized applications 
that we at IndiSoft couldn’t deliver, so 
Microteck fills that need. Now we can 
enter new markets that we previously ig-
nored because it went out of our realm. 
Microteck will add complimentary ser-
vices to allow us to offer talent and tech-
nology on demand.

Q: Are you in acquisition mode? Are there other 
acquisitions in the works?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: We are looking 
at additional companies. We are in 
acquisition mode. We want to expand 
our footprint in a strategic way. Initially 
we relied on organic growth, but now 
we will also expand through acquisition. 
However, we want to expand in a smart 
way that makes our core foundation even 
stronger.

Q: Describe to me what a future acquisition 
might look like? Are you going to buy an LOS, 
another technology consulting firm, specialty 
service providers? What are you looking at?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: Our primary focus 
will remain on the technology side. We 

will look at acquisitions that fill any gaps 
that we have. We want to stay ahead of 
others. We believe in leading by innova-
tion. Any acquisition that can help us pro-
vide efficiency through technology will be 
our main focus this year and next year.

Q: You say that you want to lead in terms of 
innovation. Explain to my readers what you mean 
by innovation exactly?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: We want to enable 
collaboration among all stakeholders. We 
used technology to enable collaboration 
even when the stakeholders had 
conflicting goals. Everybody claims to 
connect parties, but nobody connects 
as many parties as we do in real time. 
We have to all work together toward a 
common goal even if we have different 
ideas. We make that happen.

Also, you want to ensure efficiency 
and transparency. Efficiency and trans-
parency that is measurable is a byproduct 
of our technology. Centralized case man-
agement integrated with documents and 
workflow is critical. All of that needs to 
be smooth and delivered from one appli-
cation. Our integrations are so tight that 
it is seamless to our clients. Now every-
body is talking about how their default 
platform is collaborative. We started that 
a couple of years ago.

Q: From a product perspective, what’s next?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: We have not made 
this public, but we launched an auditing 
tool to allow our clients to do compliance 
validation and documentation. We are 
providing a clean way to document every 
piece of the process. Today you need to 
document your process and prove that 
certain steps were taken. Right now that 
tool is in use at one of our larger clients.

Q: You also recently started ITShastra. Explain 
why?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: That is our develop-
ment center in India. Any development 
work for clients that want outsource ser-
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vices goes through ITShastra. We have 
clients throughout the world that need 
development on different platforms like 
Java, .NET, etc. So, we have different 
groups working on technology in differ-
ent verticals like health care, we helped 
launch some Hollywood movies, bioen-
gineering, etc. We’ve done unique work 
in different verticals through ITShastra.

Q: You’ve used market conditions to innovate 
yourself, but what advice do you give servicers 
and other technology providers that have been 
burdened by market conditions?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: From the user’s 
perspective, it is challenging out there. 
The market changes daily. One week we 
hear that home prices are going up and 

the market is coming back and the next 
day they say recovery won’t happen until 
2014. Servicers have to stay focused. 
Servicers need to lean on technology to 
get better control over their process. It’s 
a new world and servicers have to take 

charge. They have to use technology to 
achieve their business goals and at the 
same time be as efficient and transparent 
as possible.

For vendors, they have to meet 
demand. They need to be able to tweak 
their technology so their users can rely 
on them. Servicers have to get things 
done. They can’t afford to go with a 
technology that’s old or unable to change 
with the market.

Q: Shifting to market conditions, many say HAMP 
has been unsuccessful and the government 
has to revise its approach to dealing with 
foreclosures. What’s your take?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: I wish I knew the 
answer. What I can say is that the gov-
ernment is trying their level best. Has 
everything worked with a level of sat-
isfaction? No. However, that doesn’t 
mean that real effort isn’t being made. 
There is no silver bullet. Now everyone 
is trying new things. It’s about trial and 
error. We have to acknowledge what 
didn’t work and try something new. 
There is an openness now and that will 
lead us out of this chaos.

Q: We’ve also seen the government crack down 
harder on servicers with sanctions. Is that 
needed?
SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: The issue is very 
complex and above my pay-scale. Ev-
erybody wants accountability. There will 
be compromise. I’m curious to see where 
it goes and how it all turns out myself. 
We’ll have to see.

Q: Back to innovation. What will be the next 
great market innovation in your opinion?

SANJEEV DAHIWADKAR: The less we talk 
about technology, the better. The more 
transparent the technology becomes in 
that it can be easily used by the business 
user, the better. Going forward, you’ll see 
more and more people talk about getting 
control of their business using technology 
that is easy to use. It’s about crafting what 
I will call invisible technology. ❖
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Industry PredIctIons
Sanjeev Dahiwadkar thinks:

1Tighten your belt. We’re on a roller 
coaster ride that isn’t over yet.

2You will see the consolidation and 
elimination of assistance programs.

3Technology will play a larger role in 
terms of promoting efficiency.

 Follow us on 
Twitter@engageprogress

Executive Interview
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?Hidden Cost 
of Regulation

What is the

E very major change to 
an industry’s regulatory 
environment comes 

with a cost. Sometimes the 
cost is direct and known ahead 
of time, but often the true cost 
does not become clear until 
after implementation.

When evaluating the costs of 
new regulations it’s important 

to understand that all 
costs can be minimized. In 
order to minimize the costs, 
lenders must understand the 
costs. The obvious costs come 
in the hard dollars needed to 
implement a new system – the 
money spent on new forms or 
capital requirements.

Anticipating the hidden 

costs can 
be more 

difficult. If we 
look at past changes and 
borrower behavior, lenders 
can make educated guesses 
to what the true impact may 
be. Then lenders can make 
the adjustments needed to 
maintain profitability.

When evaluating the costs of new 
regulations it’s important to understand 
that all costs can be minimized. 
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By Scott Stucky



Some of the most common hidden 
costs involve paralysis, loss of qualified 
purchasers, and lost innovation.

The Case for regulaTions

There is a place for regulatory oversight 
in the mortgage industry. For most bor-
rowers, their home is the largest purchase 
(or series of purchases) they will make in 
their lifetime. A mortgage transaction is 
also the most complex financial transac-
tion most consumers will undertake. 

A marketplace that is educated on 
the purchase they are making best serves 
consumers and lenders alike. Every 
mortgage product has established benefits 
and risks. 

Conventional 30-year loans may be 
the most stable and predictable, so lend-
ers can keep costs lower knowing that the 
chance of default is lower. However, there 
is less flexibility for the borrower. If rates 
drop, they will often refinance to take ad-
vantage of the lower long-term costs, re-
quiring more short-term capital. Building 
equity can also take a long time. This can 
be risky in a depreciating marketplace for 
buyers who may need to sell their prop-
erty in a few years.

Likewise, adjustable rate mortgages 
(ARMs) offer more risk to borrowers and 
lenders alike. Interest rates can increase 
or decrease at specified intervals, possibly 
costing the borrower more. They can be 
very useful for borrowers needing a low 

rate for a set amount of time if there are 
plans to sell or refinance before the loan 
terms adjust. They can also be beneficial 
for borrowers if rates decrease and reduce 
the chance the borrower will refinance.

There is no question, however, that 
predatory lending practices and fraud 
occurred during the boom of the early 
2000s. Unscrupulous lenders steered 
under-educated borrowers into loans that 
were beneficial to the lender, even if it 
was not beneficial to the consumer. At the 

same time, some unscrupulous consumers 
lied about their income or ability to repay 
a mortgage using low and no documenta-
tion loans. 

Regulations are needed to ensure that 
borrowers are educated on their best op-
tions, and lenders are protected from 
fraud. It only makes sense to change or 
update laws to eliminate these practices 
and improve the home buying experience 
for everyone involved

lender Paralysis

One of the primary costs of regulation is 
paralysis caused by uncertainty. This is 
different than risk.

Lenders can handle risk. Risk involves 
making a measured decision based on 
data that provides insight into the chances 
of success or failure. For example, tra-
ditionally underwritten loans have mea-
sured and proven rates of default. Even 
non-traditional loans that have been on 
the market for years have enough data 
to help lenders assess whether the risk is 
worth taking.

Uncertainty implies an unknown out-
come, but the difference is in that lenders 
don’t know the rules of engagement. A 
perfect example is the July launch of the 
Consumer Financial Protection Bureau 
(CFPB). Lenders know the CFPB has 
been given the authority to write and en-
force consumer protection rules. What is 
unknown is what rules it wants to change 

or how the bureau will work with the 
Treasury, FDIC and other consumer agen-
cies to manage the examination of lenders 
and enforce the laws.

Another source of uncertainty paraly-
sis is the Qualified Residential Mortgage 
standards. Loans that meet these standards 
will be exempt from a five percent capital 
retention requirement.

In the proposed standards borrowers 
must make at least a 20 percent down 
payment for purchases (or have 70 - 75 

percent LTV for refis), meet standards for 
debt load (28/36) and a have a two-year 
clean credit report.

Lenders will be free to offer loans 
outside of these standards, but they will 
require more capital. Smaller banks, in-
dependent mortgage bankers and credit 
unions may not have the funds on their 
balance sheet to allow them to offer loan 
products that require a five percent hold 
back. In this case, the larger lenders will 
become larger still and borrowers will 
have fewer options for credit. Until the 
standards are established, lenders will be 
reluctant to expand, innovate and invest in 
product offerings that may be too expen-
sive to maintain.

fewer Qualified Borrowers

Some of the proposed regulations, such 
as the QRM and risk retention rules, will 
have a cost impact on more than just lend-
ers implementing new compliance rules. 
Borrowers will also face higher costs or 
restricted access to credit. 

According to a May report by CoreL-
ogic, roughly 39 percent of homebuyers 
in 2010 made less than a 20 percent down 
payment. While there will still be lenders 
willing to underwrite loans with less than 
a 20 percent down payment, the costs will 
be higher to account for the extra risk the 
lender incurs and there will likely be fewer 
lenders offering these options to borrow-
ers due to the risk retention requirement.

Refinance volume is also affected by 
this law. As of June, interest rates contin-
ued to hover around 4.5 percent, which 
usually sparks a round of refinances. 
However, the new rules would require 
these loans to have 70-75 percent LTV 
(depending on if it is a cash-out refi-
nance). With most major markets in the 
United States still experiencing depreci-
ated prices, many existing homeowners 
simply do not have enough equity built up 
to qualify for a QRM refinance.

In a market that is already struggling 
to maintain sales volumes, cutting volume 
by even 10 percent more would be very 
detrimental. In one of the rare cases of in-
dustry and consumer lobbying groups co-
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One of the primary costs of regulation is 
paralysis caused by uncertainty.“
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operating, the Mortgage Bankers Associa-
tion, the Center for Responsible Lending, 
the Consumer Federation of America, the 
National Community Reinvestment Co-
alition and the National Housing Council 
made a joint presentation to the regulators 
requesting that the QRM definition be 
dropped or significantly relaxed. 

loss of innovaTion

One of the hidden costs of regulation has 
already surfaced in the mortgage industry 
– a loss of innovation and customization 
of mortgage products. With the current 
definition of a QRM, the 5% holdback 
may well prevent private capital from 
coming back into the mortgage indus-
try. This is exactly the opposite of what 
the law is intended to do, but due to the 
higher cost of originating and securitizing 
the product, private investors will have to 
carefully weigh the cost-benefit equation 
before deciding to get in the market. Fur-
thermore, rates would have to increase be-
fore the yield would cover the additional 
hold back expense. Naturally, higher rates 
would mean more difficult qualification 
for many borrowers, again making credit 
harder to come by for many consumers.

Two regulations in particular have 
made it more difficult for loan officers to 
work with borrowers to come up with the 
mortgage solution that provides the best 
option for all parties involved. RESPA, 
which underwent a major reform in 2010, 
placed strict restrictions on how the terms 
of loans are disclosed.

A key provision is the waiting period. 
Under the rules, a lender must wait seven 
business days following the mailing or 
delivery of the initial disclosures. If there 
are any material changes to the disclosure, 
such as a change in annual percentage rate, 

the lender must provide a new disclosure 
with corrected information no later than 
three business days prior to closing.

Prior to these rules, a lender could 
work with a consumer considering anoth-
er company and adjust pricing or terms to 
provide a counter offer. While this is still 
possible, the waiting period ensured that 
consumers would be reluctant to change 
lenders if they reached the phase of get-
ting a disclosure form.

More recently, the Loan Officer 
Compensation laws have also restricted 
innovation in structuring loans. The 
LO Compensation law was designed to 
eliminate compensation to originators 
from 2 parties, compensation based 
on fees and yield spread and prevent 
steering borrowers to higher commission 
products. To achieve this, it outlines 
that loan originators can only be 
compensated either by the borrower 
(and seller) or by the lender. More 
importantly, such compensation cannot 
be based upon the terms of the loan, 
such as a yield-spread premium.  

This can limit the choices loan officers 
have when working with borrowers, en-
suring that only the most traditional, rigid 
products are offered. It also restricts the 
ability of the loan officer to work with bor-
rowers who have fewer funds for closing 
costs, since mortgage banks are not likely 
to raise their compensation. Previously, 
if a few hundred dollars were necessary 
to get a deal to close, an originator could 
credit that amount out of their compensa-
tion to get the deal done. That isn’t an op-
tion any longer with the new law.

ConTrol hidden CosTs 
It’s no secret mortgage banking is more 
regulated than ever before. In the next 

couple of years, the regulatory burden 
will only increase. 

While the details may not be known 
yet, there will be a cost associated. It may 
be in higher capital needs. It may be in 
training, staff and technology costs. It 
may be in the lost opportunities of bor-
rowers who do not qualify or products 
that are too expensive to develop.

To counter those costs, lenders must 
improve productivity and eliminate as 
much waste as possible from the loan 
workflow. For many tasks in the mortgage 
process, automation is the best way to 
increase speed without sacrificing quality 
or cost.

For example, when meeting the stan-
dards of the current RESPA rules, or the 
pending combined disclosure rule chang-
es, lenders need to find ways to automate 
the generation and fulfillment of these 
documents. 

Lenders should also look for ways to 
automate compliance. New regulations 
are being passed monthly at the national 
and state level. Automated document 
systems can take the burden of manually 
updating forms every time a law or rule 
is changed. The best systems include a 
process for testing the loan documents 
to ensure compliance before printing and 
presenting to the borrower.

Automated document systems take the 
guesswork out of generating the correct 
forms. Every state, loan and investor has 
different document requirements. Printing 
too many documents adds to the cost of 
filing and storage, and it delays the clos-
ing process, since the borrower must go 
through each document they are present-
ed with. These systems can also create the 
needed reports for examiner. Borrowers 
who agree to use electronic documents 
can receive disclosures by e-mail, reduc-
ing mailing and printing costs.

While each added bit of automation 
may only represent a small decrease in 
long-term costs, the value adds up over 
the lifetime of hundreds or thousands of 
loans over the course of a year. And those 
savings just might be the difference be-
tween profitability and closing shop. ❖
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The next generation of mortgage loan origination is all about mobile technology.

By Bill Mitchell

Origination

Going Mobile

Y
ou really have to wonder how Mr. 

Spock and his colleagues did it.  

Interplanetary exploration with those 

antiquated futuristic
 devices like the “tri-

corder” – seriously? Quite unthinkable by 

today’s sta
ndards. The screens were far too 

small on those things to do any serious sci-

ence, and we’re proving it today in loan 

origination. We’ve got the iPad, and it is 
a 

great deal more useful than the iPhone-sized 

display of the Star Trek gadgets. Though 

the iPad might not make the same fashion 

statement when hanging from the neck of a 

Vulcan, you can do a lot with it in the field 

if you’re in the loan business.



You really have to wonder how 
Mr. Spock and his colleagues did it. 
Interplanetary exploration with those 
antiquated futuristic devices like the 
“tricorder” – seriously? Quite unthinkable 
by today’s standards. The screens were 
far too small on those things to do any 
serious science, and we’re proving it 
today in loan origination. We’ve got the 
iPad, and it is a great deal more useful 
than the iPhone-sized display of the Star 
Trek gadgets. Though the iPad might not 
make the same fashion statement when 
hanging from the neck of a Vulcan, you 
can do a lot with it in the field if you’re in 
the loan business.

While it is true that the origination 
industry isn’t exactly where no one has 
gone before when it comes to using 
mobile devices in the field, we can see 
that final frontier even from where we 

are right now. We warmed up on laptop 
computers, but they were clunky and 
expensive, whereas the tablet machines 
are light, cheap and compact. Appraisers 
and field services providers are using 
them with frequency already and it makes 
perfect sense for their tasks. Especially 
now that the iPad 2 comes equipped with 
cameras, enabling property photos and 
even instant virtual tours to be obtained 
easily and without additional equipment. 
Doing an onsite inspection on a vacant 
property and finding a significant repair 
needed immediately? Send a photo and 
an estimate directly to the asset manager 
from the tablet computer; the repair order 
can be signed off in minutes instead of 
days or weeks. The efficiencies of mobile 
devices are being discovered with each 
passing day, and are already pervading 
modern life in their various forms. But 
is that enough to signal a revolution 
in the way loan officers go about their 
business?

Almost certainly. Loan officers are 
really not far away from carrying iPad-
esque devices everywhere they go, from 
prospect calls with Realtors to application-
taking appointments with borrowers. 
They will use them in all manner of 
presentations and will be able to directly 
access their files in the company’s LOS 
system from anyplace the Internet is 
available. For many of them, the future is 
already here.  

The modern LOS has evolved rapidly 
over the last few years.  Instead of being 
an insular system available only through 
terminals and PCs in specific locations, 
the LOS is a true business partner, one 
that is flexible and accessible. Portal 
capabilities, designed to keep LOs and 
brokers connected remotely via the 
Internet, are readily available on enabled 
remote devices right now. Important 

components, such as product availability 
and pricing engines (PPEs) can be 
accessed on mobile devices through their 
own apps, or they can be utilized through 
integrations on the LOS itself while in the 
field. LOS providers are working to make 
their products better and faster with app 
development, but if you can access your 
files presently from your remote PC, you 
can do so with your iPad as well.  

Are We There YeT?
This technology may lack the “gee whiz” 
impact from a few years ago, as the 
capabilities of mobile devices continue 
to blow our expectational doors off 
with each Apple commercial, but they 
are incredibly powerful tools for loan 
officers. People who work with and 
around technology tend to be a little 
skeptical when things look seamless and 
ridiculously easy on commercials, and 
they are right to be. We are in a vastly 
transitional stage at the moment with 

these devices, complete with growing 
pains. Just try using your smart phone on 
many websites and you’ll wish 6G were 
here already instead of a few generations 
off. Optimization for mobile devices is 
occurring at incredible speed across the 
global markets, but it is not ideal quite yet, 
as any user can see. Still, just as we saw 
a tremendous pickup in terms of utility 
with the second generation of iPads, 
we’ll rapidly be seeing business use for 
the devices, including in the mortgage 
business use, achieve levels unthought-of 
when they were introduced.

Bandwidth will continue to be a 
challenge as adoption grows. With 
more SaaS and cloud-based architecture 
happening across all service sectors, the 
devices essentially become the windows 
through which the provider’s capabilities 
are seen. While this is good news for 
developers in many respects, it’s a gauntlet 
tossed at the networks out there to build 
huge amounts of capacity for users to 
access all the rich content without wires.  
Remember when the iPhone first hit? 
AT&T discovered that individual users 
were eating up incredible bandwidth as 
they used the devices for every aspect of 
their lives, including streaming movies 
to those little screens. Now that more 
utilitarian devices are here and new apps 
to run on them seem to appear every few 
seconds, networks are more challenged 
than ever to come up with technologies 
to accommodate the traffic. On top of all 
that, business users are showing up in 
droves. It will be interesting to see how 
the telecom providers respond in the face 
of voracious users who are willing to 
pay well for the privilege of gobbling up 
bandwidth.

SkinnY ClienTS And SeCuriTY

Another benefit mobile devices offer 
is the concept that less is more. Less 
weight and cost, certainly, but also less 
computing power is available with an 
iPad versus a laptop. This means that 
less sensitive information is likely to be 
stored on the notepad than the notebook, 
since it is more of an access device than 
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Optimization for mobile devices is 
occurring at incredible speed across the 
global markets.
“ “



a standalone computing powerhouse. It 
doesn’t have all of the Microsoft Office 
capabilities, and people therefore won’t 
be putting their entire lives and livelihoods 
at risk whenever they take their laptops to 
the field. Not only is this a convenience 
amenity for LOs and their customers, it’s 
far better for the organization’s security. 
While there will undoubtedly be sensitive 
material on the notepad device, most of 
it will be secured at the company and 
accessed via website or mobile app. It’s a 
“laptop lite” in more ways than one, and 
that includes security threats.

How important is security and the 
loan officer’s having his or her finger 
on a metaphorical disaster button? We 
all know the answer to that one.  Loan 
officers and account executives are often 
laser-focused on generating quality 
business, and that sometimes means a 
laptop distractedly gets left behind the 
driver’s seat where it can just barely be 
seen – and snatched. Common security 
measures will keep intruders from the 
system, but what about files, documents 
and borrower information that has 
been scanned and downloaded for 
safekeeping in a laptop?  This is more 
common than you might think, and this 
sort of information may not be in areas 
protected by so much as a password. The 
right mobile device setup can provide a 
surprising level of security, especially 
as it affects the sensitive information 
contained in the LOS. A stolen iPad can 
be configured to yield virtually nothing 
that would put the company at risk, 
thanks to the functional concepts at the 
core of the devices’ design.

Mobile And MorTgAge

In addition to having a surprising number 
of uses for the loan officer in the field, 
notepad computers have the potential to 
make them better at what they do. The 
devices can make handy and enjoyable 
training tools to hone skills and absorb 
product knowledge. A third party market 
is starting to spring up with training tools 
for LOs adapted from PCs to handheld 
devices, and it is just the start. Similarly, 

sales aids for presentations on the devices 
are proliferating.  

Like laptops before them, notepads are 
great for showing dynamic presentations 
in one-on-one and one-on-a-few meetings. 
The smaller devices are less intimidating 
in many respects and more like graphic, 
moving collateral materials, somewhat 
akin to the photos and newspapers in 
the Harry Potter stories. With Realtors, 
loan officers can show a fast, colorful 
presentation on their companies’ services, 
performance metrics and even include a 
virtual glimpse of their firms’ efficient 
operations. With borrowers, things get 
even more powerful. Easily understood 
explanations of APR, loan process ins 
and outs, or economic scenarios with 
different down payments and other 
variables are good examples. Once again, 
it’s less intimidating on a notepad and 
just as engaging as anything to be done 
on a laptop. Perhaps more so.

Can mobile origination spur 
adoption of e-mortgages? Many industry 
observers think so. Closing packages 
can be previewed by borrowers on 
them, with the LO there to explain 
things. Stylus-driven add-on devices are 
already becoming available for signing 
documents on notebook devices, so the 
fully electronic mortgage is completely 
accessible. Of course, taking applications 
on the notepad is already being done. It’s 
as simple as using an app or linking to the 
LOS via the online portal.

Mobile devices and loan origination 
are a match made in heaven, one sure to 
make the producers of “The Bachelor” 
green with success rate envy. And it is an 
aspect that is gaining ground rapidly with 
each passing month, thanks to the stellar 
market performance of the devices. It is 

hard to say if we’re all destined to carry 
the machines around as frequently as 
we do yellow pads and ballpoints, but 
I’d hesitate to insist otherwise. It wasn’t 
that long ago that cell phones were 
considered a luxury, and every field sales 
rep memorized the location of each pay 
phone on their turf. With the advances in 
LOS technology and the proliferation of 
portal use in customer-facing applications, 
we are all surprisingly close to carrying 
mobile devices routinely for business. It’s 
a development that would have made Mr. 
Spock positively emotional – and eager 
to trade in his tricorder. ❖
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Bill Mitchell is Vice President and National Sales Manager for 
Mortgage Builder Software. With 20 years of technology experience, 
he is responsible for planning, execution and delivery in Mortgage 
Builder’s nationwide sales effort. He can be reached at Bill.Mitchell@
MortgageBuilder.com
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